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Discover our mission and story
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Meet the faces behind the Foundation
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Regional Ambassadors

Reader's groups near you
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Reach out to us
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Resources
Kin's Domains Explained

The foundation of the New Civilization


General

“Ringing Cedars” Books Introduction

Our Vladimir Megré Interview

Wikipedia Is Wrong

General Resources


Kin's Domains
The Motherland Party
16 Page Report on Kin’s Domains
10 Benefits of Kin’s Domains
“Kin’s Domains of the Future” Petition










Programs
Freedom and Co-Creation: Love, Land, and Law

Discover sacred honor & stewardship, land patents — the true title to your land — and get priceless Kin's Domain living insights from 4 Russian experts.
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Partners

Land Patent Assistance: Get help with bringing forward the land patent for your land.
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Calendar of all online and in-person events
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Volunteer
Support our vision by volunteering
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Reader's groups near you
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Share Stories & Content
Share your Kin’s Domain story or Ringing Cedars inspired content
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Platforms
Ringing Cedars Community

Meet and connect with readers internationally on our own social network. Find your soulmate, join reader's groups, make new friends, and more.
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Anastasia Market

Shop Ringing Cedars inspired products created by readers. Proceeds support readers and Anastasia Foundation.
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Social & Content

YouTube Channel
 Telegram Chat
 TikTok
 Instagram
 Podcast (Spotify)
 Facebook Group
 Facebook Page
 X (Twitter)
 LinkedIn
 VKontakte (VK)

General

Start Here

Share Your Favorite RC Quotes
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Building The Ringing Cedars of Russia Movement in the English-Speaking World.


The home of the Ringing Cedars of Russia / Anastasia and Kin’s Domain movement in North America (USA and Canada), and the entire English-speaking world.



Start Here
What is a Kin’s Domain?
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Largest Active English-speaking Ringing Cedars Community
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Events, Content, & Resources





Our Mission


The Anastasia Foundation is building the Ringing Cedars of Russia movement in the English-speaking world by connecting, inspiring, and empowering Ringing Cedars readers.
Through our community-driven approach, we are helping to create the joyful New Civilization on Earth, one Ringing Cedars reader at a time.



About Us



OUR OWN SOCIAL NETWORK


Ringing Cedars Community
Discover a community of like-minded individuals who share a passion for the Ringing Cedars of Russia books. Join our community and make new friends, meet your soulmate, and participate in discussions and events.
🔍 Find other readers in your area through our searchable members directory and members map

💡 Join or create groups on all Ringing Cedars-related subjects

🌎 Be a part of regional and local reader groups

💬 Connect with other members through private messaging and audio and video calls

📖 Participate in engaging forum discussions

📱 Connect with readers anytime, anywhere with our mobile-friendly community
Join our community and start meeting other readers now!



Join Community
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LARGE GROUP

Facebook Group
Our healthy and active 4,000+ member Facebook group with Ringing Cedars readers from all over North America and the English-speaking world. A great place for discussion with others!



Join Group

ACTIVE 24/7

Telegram Chat
Meet and connect with other Ringing Cedars readers. Largest RC Telegam, supportive and highly active group. Dozens of regional sub-groups, plus topic-specifc groups!



Join Telegram

IMPORTANT NEWS

YouTube & Odysee
This is where you’ll find our most important Anastasia Foundation updates. Subscribe to our channel! We’re on Odysee too, for those who don’t like Google!



YouTube

Odysee



READER’S GROUPS NEAR YOU


Anastasia Foundation
Regional Ambassadors
Our Ambassadors are longstanding, active members of our community who care deeply about growing the Ringing Cedars movement and are organizing locally.
They can help you meet and connect with other Ringing Cedars of Russia readers in your area.
Ambassadors host a minimum of 2 in-person meetups per year and lead Ringing Cedars reader’s groups in their areas.



Get Connected
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Upcoming Ringing Cedars Events
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Asheville, North Carolina Ringing Cedars Meetup, with Gabriel
Asheville, North Carolina Ringing Cedars Meetup, with Gabriel
Date: April 21, 2024Time: 11:00 am - 3:00 pm America/New_York
Meet other Ringing Cedars of Russia readers in the Asheville, North Carolina area! The goal is to meet and connect, and start to build a community of readers in the area. The meetup will be relaxed and casual, hosted outside in the beautiful French Broad River park in A...
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Monthly Live Global Imagery Call
Monthly Live Global Imagery Call
Date: April 21, 2024Time: 2:45 pm - 3:45 pm America/New_YorkVenue:  Zoom
Once a month on Sunday (mid-month) readers gather live around the world in different time zones, connecting at the exact same moment for a united global imagery.Together we imagine the world pure, pristine, thriving and peaceful for all life everywhere.We hold t...
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April


Readers’ Group Online Call
Readers' Group Online Call
Date: April 28, 2024Time: 6:30 pm - 8:30 pm America/New_YorkVenue:  Zoom
🇨🇦 🌻 The Eastern Canada Ringing Cedars Readers is hosting a readers' group:
Our specific intention is for more in-person connection between the Ontario, Quebec, and the Atlantic Provinces of Canada. However, everyone everywhere is welcome to joi...







































  


All Events




Latest Videos







Anastasia Foundation — Ringing Cedars of Russia

4.1K subscribers
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.



📄 DOWNLOAD THE BIRTHING MAN RESOURCES DOCUMENT: https://icedrive.net/s/gyfYu8aQGit7Cz...
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Your donations help us build the Ringing Cedars movement worldwide! Please donate today: https://anastasia.foundation/gift ✨


                                    


                                    



YouTube Video VVVsLTV0aFM5N2NRb3otZy03TDNKdTRBLnZUNGdMeUFIMDZN






Pushing is NOT the main part of child birth.

Anastasia Foundation — Ringing Cedars of Russia


20 hours ago
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.



📄 DOWNLOAD THE BIRTHING MAN RESOURCES DOCUMENT: https://icedrive.net/s/gyfYu8aQGit7Cz...
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YouTube Video VVVsLTV0aFM5N2NRb3otZy03TDNKdTRBLmF0VWNlZW14QlFj






Women who do not push have the best birth outcomes.

Anastasia Foundation — Ringing Cedars of Russia


April 7th
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.
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YouTube Video VVVsLTV0aFM5N2NRb3otZy03TDNKdTRBLjJYSmExRndXSTRZ






Child birth does not have to be painful.

Anastasia Foundation — Ringing Cedars of Russia


April 6th
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I had the great pleasure of interviewing Kapelka (Капелька, meaning "droplet"), a young Bard from Russia. She is a singer-songwriter, who has been creating beautiful Ringing Cedars inspired music for several years. Her songs have been listened to tens of thousands of times, she's released several albums, and performed across Russia at Ringing Cedars events.  She began writing and singing after reading the books. I'm very excited to share her inspiring story and experiences with you!



✅ How Kapelka found the Ringing Cedars books, and her experience with them

✅ Finding her husband, and how she got into writing/singing songs

✅ Experiences performing at Ringing Cedars festivals in Russia

✅ Stories about the influence of her songs on people

✅ Her perspective on the importance of music in spreading the images of the Ringing Cedars, and changing the world

✅ Advice about creativity and expressing what you feel



Kapelka's YouTube Channel: @Kapelka_i_am 

Kapelka's VK Page: https://vk.com/zyateva99

Her song from the beginning of the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pM_tmMG7XLs
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.



📄 DOWNLOAD THE BIRTHING MAN RESOURCES DOCUMENT: https://icedrive.net/s/gyfYu8aQGit7Cz...
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.



📄 DOWNLOAD THE BIRTHING MAN RESOURCES DOCUMENT: https://icedrive.net/s/gyfYu8aQGit7Cz...
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Birth is involuntary.
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.



📄 DOWNLOAD THE BIRTHING MAN RESOURCES DOCUMENT: https://icedrive.net/s/gyfYu8aQGit7Cz...
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Your donations help us build the Ringing Cedars movement worldwide! Please donate today: https://anastasia.foundation/gift ✨
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For those looking to learn more about home birth vs. hospital birth, all the facts about home birth, and wanting to prepare for a successful home birth, this video is for you! ✨ If you're wanting to give birth at home, you can't miss this video! ✨ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQqCbpM0IJ8&t=1734s



Join Emily Thomas as she dives deep into the perspective of birth, Anastasia's way. Emily is a mother who had a successful unassisted home birth, and a passionate researcher on the science of birth.



This was a live event which took place on 3/5/22, with our live participants asking questions as we went along, and during the Q&A section at the end.
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YouTube Video VVVsLTV0aFM5N2NRb3otZy03TDNKdTRBLmNNaFg2UXhnQnpj






We have ultimate control over our bodies.
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The People's Book
April 9, 2024The People’s Book, Entry #18, March 2024
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCarty96 *|MC:SUBJECT|* *|MC_PREVIEW_TEXT|* The People’s Book — Regional Ambassador Event Notice Sunday 21st April 2024 Harmonic Calendar Date: Gama Day, 18/10 (18th Day, 10th Month) Planetary Moon REGIONAL COMMUNITY MEETUP Meet Other Ringing Cedars of...

Read more
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Ringing Cedars Podcast
April 9, 2024Interview with Kapelka, the Bard | Anastasia Foundation Podcast
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCartyIn this interview: I had the great pleasure of interviewing Kapelka (Капелька, meaning “droplet”), a young Bard from Russia. She is a singer-songwriter, who has been creating beautiful Ringing Cedars inspired music for several years....

Read more
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Anastasia Foundation Events
March 30, 2024Asheville, North Carolina Ringing Cedars Meetup, with Gabriel | April 21st, 2024
[image: Avatar for Gabriel Miguel]
Gabriel MiguelDate:  Sunday, April 21st Time:  11am – 3pm EST Location: French Broad River Park — 508 Riverview Dr, Asheville, NC 28806 (Get Directions) Description: Meet other Ringing Cedars of Russia readers in the Asheville, North Carolina...

Read more
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Ringing Cedars Events
March 25, 2024Pure Pristine Origins ~ Feb 2024
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCartyJoin Ariane for an incredible, immersive guided Kin’s Domain visualization experience. These calls are deeply transformative for everyone who joins. Together we join once a month for a live global guided imagery call. We cocreate...

Read more
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Featured
March 25, 2024Anastasia and the New Civilization | The Ringing Cedars Books
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCarty▸ In This Presentation: On 20th May 2023, Gabriel Miguel, Founder and Executive Director of the Anastasia Foundation, delivered a presentation at the NAAS community gathering (https://www.naascommunity.org/). This talk serves as a comprehensive introduction to...

Read more
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Ringing Cedars Canada
March 25, 2024Own Your Land in Perpetuity in Canada | Doug Force Interview
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCartyLearn how to own your Canadian land in perpetuity in this groundbreaking interview with Doug Force, founder of The Myth Is Canada. Doug is an expert in Canadian land patents and a master of land...

Read more
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Featured
March 25, 2024Anastasia and the New Civilization | The Ringing Cedars Books
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCarty▸ In This Presentation: On 20th May 2023, Gabriel Miguel, Founder and Executive Director of the Anastasia Foundation, delivered a presentation at the NAAS community gathering (https://www.naascommunity.org/). This talk serves as a comprehensive introduction to...

Read more
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FeaturedFeatured Community MembersShare Your StoryThe People's BookFeatured Community MemberHawaiiKin's Domain StoriesKin's Domains
October 22, 2023A Soulmates Story & The RC Singles Telegram Group
[image: Avatar for Elizabeth Erkel]
Elizabeth Erkel~ Share Your Story The Earth as a paradise garden starts with happy families. Happy families start with finding your soul mate. Finding your soulmate starts with your own connection to source and a solid...

Read more
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FeaturedRinging Cedars Events
April 19, 2023Kin’s Domains and the New Civilization | Introduction to Anastasia and the Ringing Cedars
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCarty▸ In this presentation: In October 2022, Gabriel Miguel, Founder and Executive Director of the Anastasia Foundation, delivered an inspiring presentation at the Music and Sky: Soul Family Gathering event (https://musicandsky.com/). This talk serves as...

Read more
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FeaturedVladimir Megre Interviews
March 31, 2023Vladimir Megre’s Appeal to Readers
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCartyFrom VMegre.com: https://vmegre.com/events/40436/ I appeal to you, readers of the Ringing Cedars of Russia series! I am sure your ardent souls and hearts will help to perceive what I have said and what I have...

Read more
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FeaturedRinging Cedars Events
March 23, 2023 Embracing Our Vision: The Anastasia Foundation’s Roadmap to the Future | Ringing Cedars of Russia
[image: Avatar for Rachel McCarty]
Rachel McCartyJoin us for an uplifting gathering, held on the Spring Equinox, as we discuss “The Anastasia Foundation: Visions of 2023.” In this event, we reflected on our journey so far, shared exciting news and projects,...

Read more
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WHAT ARE THEY?


The “Ringing Cedars of Russia” Books




In “The Ringing Cedars of Russia” series by Vladimir Megre, Anastasia explains the way to lead the happiest life possible here on the Earth.
Anastasia shares world-changing insights on the purpose of mankind’s existence, child raising, and restoring the world to a pristine flourishing garden. She shows how we can preserve Love in our families forever. The purity and power of her words will inspire your soul, and ignite a joy deep within you, that will inspire you to change your life as millions of others have after reading the Ringing Cedars books. The books touch deeply on every topic of life, and are an incredible and thrilling read. The idea of Kin’s Domains was first presented by Anastasia in the Ringing Cedars series.
The Ringing Cedars books have sold more than 30+ million copies worldwide and have been published in 20+ languages.











CREATING PARADISE ON EARTH

What Are Kin’s Domains?




A Kin’s Domain is a 2.5 acre piece of Earth where a family creates a living Paradise garden home for themselves and their (future) children, to pass on in perpetuity. Your Kin’s Domain is your connection to God and the Universe, and the Space of your family for generations to come.
“Let each one of us take a small plot of his land [one hectare], pull his whole mind and whole spirituality together and create a very small but concrete Paradise. He will transform his little piece of land on our large planet into a flourishing garden, giving a material embodiment to his spirituality, following God’s example.
 
“If millions of people do this in a whole lot of countries, then the whole Earth will become a flourishing garden.
 
“A father and mother who are actually creating a Space of Love for their children are more spiritual than the most celebrated wise men who only talk about spirituality. Let the spirit of each Man spring up from the ground as a beautiful flower, a tree with fragrant fruit, and let this take place on every single hectare of our planet.
 
— Vladimir Megre




Learn More








Paintings by Kumar Alzhanov, available here.
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We are helping facilitate Co-Creation for all Mankind with God, the creation of flourishing Kin’s Domains across our entire planet, and the eternal preservation of Love in all families everywhere.



Our Links & Platforms


Ringing Cedars Community – Connect with ReadersAnastasia Market – Ringing Cedars Inspired Products
Kin’s Domains Explained
Forum
Blog
Contact Us



Social & Content


YouTube Channel
Telegram Chat
TikTok
Instagram
Podcast (Spotify)
Facebook Group





Stay updated on the international Ringing Cedars movement.


You're all set!


Email




Sign Me Up!











Copyright © 2024, Anastasia Foundation, SSM (Self-Supported Ministry) is an unincorporated, non-profit, fully tax exempt church. Reference 26 U.S.C. § 508(c)(1)(a).


Anastasia Foundation is not a representative of the “Ringing Cedars” company owned by Vladimir Megre, or the Russian Anastasia Foundation. Thank you.
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Stay updated on the INTERNATIONAL Ringing Cedars movement
Be the first to know about Ringing Cedars events, the Kin's Domain movement, and get content you'll love.






Sign Up →
























                                             